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Welcome
back

Students celebrate success after strangest year
GCSE results day
There was a spirit of celebration during the summer, as we were able to welcome Year 11
students back into the building to collect their GCSE and BTEC results.

The students were delighted to come to school to collect their results, and to share the
experience with their friends. The Street, the large open space within the school was
free of barriers that have controlled access for the past 17 months, and the young
people were able to celebrate with their teachers.
The ‘headline’ figures of our students’ results were:

52% of students achieving grades 5+ in GCSE English
48% of students achieving grade 5+ in GCSE Maths
62% of students achieved grades 4+ in both English and Maths
49% of all grades were grades 9-5
59% of students achieved a 4-9 grade in at least two Sciences

23% of all grades awarded were the top grades 7-9
There were several outstanding achievers:
Four students achieved a ‘full house’ of ten grade 9s – congratulations to Tamanna Reza,
Tania Esha, Kelly Chow, and Sadia Akhter. Syed Ahmed gained eight grade 9s and one 8.
Well done also to Elizabeth Smith (four 9s, three 8s, one 7 and one Distinction*), Tahsin
Begum (two 9s, five 8s, one 7), Samuel O’Neil (three 9s, four 8s, one 7), Yawar Zaidi
(three 9s, three 8s, one 7) and Mukit Hossain (two 9s, one 8, one 7).
With formal exams cancelled, the students’ results were arrived at through a rigorous
process of assessment, ensuring the grades students receive are fair and accurate.
Headteacher Mr Cregg said, “We are especially proud of this year group who have faced
such a unique situation, and have dealt with lockdowns, restrictions on how they have
been taught, and all the challenges of the pandemic with resilience and dedication. Their
results reflect the incredible efforts they have made to performing at their best. On behalf
of all the staff, I wish them every success for their future.”

Welcoming the students of tomorrow
Open Evening 2021
On behalf all our staff and students, we would like to say a very big thank you to everyone who
attended our Open Evening at the end of September. It is only when we are unable to do
something that we really appreciate its value, and the opportunity to show off our outstanding
school to prospective students and parents is hugely important.
Opening our doors again allowed visitors to look around the school, speak to teachers and
students and get an idea of all that we do. There was activity from every faculty, from science
experiments to playing a musical instrument, to enjoying a quick game of badminton.
The evening was ably supported by student volunteers who provided valuable assistance to
visitors, spoke about their own experiences of the school and helped with the activities and
demonstrations that filled the evening.
After needing to have a fully virtual event last year, we appreciated that not everyone would be
comfortable attending a busy public event, or may even have had to isolate themselves. Our
online offering was up and running ahead of the event, with virtual tours and recorded messages
from senior members of staff.
Headteacher Mr Cregg said, “We are delighted to show off our achievements, our values and
ambition for every student. The Open Evening is always a special event, offering a flavour of
what young people can expect if they join our school.”
Thank you too if you have submitted your application for next September - we wish you every
success.

Seeking experience of the world of work

News in Brief

Year 10 Work Experience

No Gilets allowed!

Throughout their time at school, students gain varied insights to
prepare them for successful future careers, both in school and
out. One important step is an experience at the end of Year 10
to spend a week with an employer in the workplace. Learning
first hand just what is required in a job provides vital lessons,
requiring self-discipline and initiative.
Some students will be able to find placements directly, but to
help our students gain the greatest benefit, we are seeking
employers who would be able to offer placements to students
which could then be advertised through a ‘job show window’ at
school.
If you have your own business or work for a company who could
offer work experience for our students, please get in touch. We
would require a company name, contact name, telephone, email
and which sector the business is in.
Please get in touch with Careers Lead Miss Parkinson on 0161
622 3200.

Please note that gilet tops
must not be worn in
school. Some students have
been wearing these instead
of The Radclyffe School
blazer. With the onset of
winter we hope that when
required all students will
arrive at school with a
warm, waterproof coat.
++++++++++++++++

Information at the touch of a button
Download the MyEd app
Have you downloaded the MyEd app yet?

This app allows you to view information and keep up to date with
what’s going on at The Radclyffe School. You can view key activity
about what your child is doing at school.
If you need to get in touch with school, or we need to contact
you, this also offers a free and convenient service.
Anything you need to know, from attendance to achievements,
and any forms you might need to fill in, can all be done through
the app. If you need to know important dates, the latest school
news or announcements, it’s all here.
Whether your phone is Apple, Android or something else, simply
go to your app store, search for MyEd and download the app.

Litter picking team
From early November a
team of student volunteers
will be caring for the areas
around school and beyond
by picking up and disposing
of litter.
We are planning a litter
pick one Wednesday each
half term after school.

++++++++++++++++
Our Student Voice teams
will be getting active again
soon. Look out for a new
carbon-neutral project we
will launch with building
managers Kier, and a
great project to reduce
traffic congestion outside
school.
After Christmas the Fair
Trade team will return, and
the Radclyffe Refreshers
will be serving teas and
coffees at Parents Evenings
and other events. Watch
this space!

Smart new ties for KS4
Students choice now being worn
Moving up from KS3 to KS4, when students commence
their GCSE courses of study, is almost as important a
milestone as starting at secondary school or moving on
to further study beyond The Radclyffe School. As a way
to recognise this, the school has introduced a new tie,
to be worn by students in Years 10 and 11.
From a shortlist of five designs, cut down to three, the
students who would be the first to wear the new design
voted for their favourite.
At assemblies for both year groups earlier this term the
students were presented with their ties. The exceptions
to this are our team of prefects, and the student leaders
who have their own tie, which itself was updated and
redesigned in 2018.

Year 10 Year Manager Mrs Imeson said, “ The students
take pride in wearing The Radclyffe School tie. Having a
say in how it looks makes this extra special for these
year groups, providing an important part of the uniform
for many students to follow.”

Protecting students’ mental health
Sharing sources of support
Protecting our own mental health, as well as looking out for colleagues, family members and
friends has never been more important. The experience of the last eighteen months has meant
that many more people are having to deal with mental health issues.
Earlier this month the arrival of World Mental Health Day gave the school a chance to highlight
the support that is available, both in school and from a range of charities and other providers.
A great example of this are Young Minds, who offer advice and support to parents, young people
and others who work with young people. This starts with helping young people to look after their
own mental health, ensuring they have adults around them who can really help, and campaigning to
ensure young people’s voices are heard so that the support needed is there when it’s needed. You
can discover more for yourself at youngminds.org.uk
Wellbeing Lead Mr Meehan said,
“Leading up to Mental Health Day all
our students were made aware of
how they can get help when they
need it, together with how they can
make a positive contribution to how
other people are feeling.
We encouraged everyone to take
simple steps to help others, from
saying only kind things and
smiling, to taking time to ask how
people are feeling, and listening to
their reply.

Completing the Student Leadership team
Role models for all students
Our Student Leadership Team took up their duties at the end of the last school year, and with
the return to school this term they have been able to be involved more fully in their roles.

At Open Evening both Head Boy Adhil Ahmed and Head Girl Laila Rafiq spoke to our visitors
about their experience at school. Transition Ambassadors Iqra Tahseen, Haris Naveed and
Rowshon Chowdhury were also on hand to answer pupils and parents’ questions about the
move up to secondary school.
The Student Leaders will also
be heavily involved in our
Presentation Evening which
returns to the Queen Elizabeth
Hall in Oldham later this
month. Laila and Adhil will
accompany the Governors and
propose a vote of thanks to
the guest speaker at the event.
The Student Leadership Team
have varied duties in school
too, helping out at Parents’
Evenings and taking a role in
Student Voice, the means by which students can have their say on how the school works and
what they would like to change. Many initiatives offer the team opportunities to lead and to
support the life of the school. When possible, Transition Ambassadors represent the school in
visiting primary pupils to talk about what being a student at The Radclyffe School involves.
Above all the Student Leaders, assisted by the whole prefect body, are positive role models for
every student in school in behaviour, uniform and attitude to learning.

Students inspired to launch their business enterprise
Oldham Festival of Business
GCSE Business students seized the chance to get out of
the classroom to attend the Inspiring Enterprise event
at Oldham College, supported by the Rio Ferdinand
Foundation and part of the Oldham Festival of Business.
Learning skills from people successfully running
their own businesses was of huge benefit to their
studies, and perhaps to inspire them to create their
own entrepreneur opportunities in the future.
Embracing the environmental agenda, the students
designed their own business idea of a refillables
shop for Oldham.
Salfi Choudhury was a star performer, appearing on
video to pitch the idea to members of Oldham
Youth Enterprise, and winning himself a prize of
karting tickets as a result.

Students on Orchestral Manoeuvres...
MiSST London trip
For many students playing a musical instrument is a new and exciting experience. How
much more exciting is the chance to watch an orchestra play, and then to perform together
with musicians from schools across the country?
This was the reality for a group of Year 8 students who for the past year have learnt to play
either a cornet, trumpet or violin. Being part of the Music in Secondary Schools’ Trust project
has made this possible. The students took a day trip to London for the event, hosted by a
school in Highbury.
Having warmed up with some musical exercises, the students were taught new pieces and
enjoyed an excellent performance from young musicians who have been part of the project
for several years. Our students took learning new music as part of a new and unfamiliar
group in their stride, and having rehearsed their pieces as a full orchestra, the day ended
with a final performance, featuring Greig’s In the Hall of the Mountain King and Tom
Grennan’s A little bit of love.
Head of Music Mr Corrigan said,
“Now in its second year, the
MiSST programme is introducing
students to the pleasure of
learning a musical instrument.
Only a few had played before,
and some who had chose to
learn a new instrument from
what they had been used to. In
Year 7 and Year 8, Music lessons
involve small group tuition with
the instruments. We hope that
later in the year students will be
able to share what they have
learnt with other students, and
with parents at SPA Celebration
Evening.”
There will be further opportunities to be part of national events too, with an annual concert
planned for the Spring at the Queen Elizabeth Hall - not the Oldham venue, but rather on the
South Bank in London, and a residential musical trip to Radley Hall school in Oxfordshire.

Year 7 Breakfast Club
Free food offers morning boost to student
Eating a good breakfast can be a useful start to anyone’s day, meaning that we don’t begin the
day hungry. To help our students in Year 7 start the day right, after the half term break we will
be offering a free breakfast each morning in Café Mojo.
Served from 8am to 8.15, students can choose from toast, teacakes or crumpets, together with
juice or water. Once serving has finished students can remain in Café Mojo until 8.30am when
they leave for their PLG Welcome & Wellbeing session to begin the learning day. If your child
hasn’t yet signed up for the Breakfast Club, you can still do so via the school website.

Catching up the skills of acting
Trestle Theatre visit
An introduction to dramatic performance was on the timetable for students in Year 8 who got
to work with a professional actor, learning important skills to help them with the subject.
During lockdowns students in KS3 have had very little opportunity for lessons in Drama, so
the lesson was a vital opportunity for the year group.
Starting with one class, the drama department will roll out the techniques that the students
learned to the rest of the year group. Students in Year 9 will consider their options for KS4
in the Spring, so this experience comes in plenty of time to help students make informed
choices.

Online resource launches to aid study
Introducing GCSE Pod
GCSEs are a stressful time for all involved, whether you are a student, teacher or parent.
For many parents, exams have changed a lot since they did them so trying to make sure
their children are supported in the best way possible can be quite overwhelming.
We have invested in an award-winning digital content and learning provider, called
GCSEPod. It is used by over 1,700 schools worldwide. The site is essentially a revision tool
that supports students to prepare for qualification examinations.
Our students now have free access to
GCSEPod’s library of over 6,500 ‘Pods,” which
are 3-5 minute videos designed to deliver
knowledge in short bursts.
It makes learning and revision much more
manageable: every Pod is mapped to an exam
board, and contains all the right facts, quotes,
keywords, dates and annotated diagrams that
students need for GCSE success – all neatly
organised into topics and exam playlists.
You can download Pods to any mobile device, creating playlists you
can watch at any time, with or without internet. It’s like carrying a
whole set of textbooks in your pocket. Please ensure your child
downloads the GCSEPod app from the App Store to access this feature.
As well as Pods, there are lots of activities designed to help
students commit the required knowledge to their long-term
memory. The award-winning Check & Challenge tool provides
quizzes to test their knowledge and to track their progress
throughout the academic year.

Students don’t need to use it for long to feel the impact. Consistent use in brief 10 minute
sessions is proven to support achievement and progress. GCSE Pod should be used for regular,
independent study and revision and will provide invaluable support to both Year 10 and 11
students to help prepare for PPE and GCSE exams.
Your child’s subject teachers may also direct
them to specific pods or assignment tasks as part
of directed home learning.
All students in all year groups at The Radclyffe
School are able to access GCSEPod. We would
recommend you talk about GCSEPod with your
child – check they’ve successfully activated their
account and encourage them to make regular use
of this amazing resource throughout their
GCSE’s.
More information and help can be found on the GCSEPod website.

Ringing the Changes
New developments for the new school year
The new school year has seen us introduce a number of innovations aimed at helping
students start the day well, move promptly between lessons, and begin to catch up on
missed learning.
Every school day now begins with a Welcome & Wellbeing session, an opportunity to meet
together in PLG (Personal Learning Guides) groups, start the day positively and share important
information tailored to each year group. The PLG groups for each year have ‘doubled up’ so
two groups meet together as a Team PLG. At the same time we are keeping the ‘one to
one’ element, with PLGs meeting with students individually to discuss progress, wellbeing,
extra-curricular activities and anything else students wish to talk about.
Music can have a positive effect on behaviour, including how students move around school
at busy times. We’ve introduced a musical accompaniment to lesson changes at the start of
the day and end of breaks and lunchtimes. The piece of music chosen is called Without You
by The Piano Guys - to get a taste of this you can listen for free on this link.
Towards the end of last year we consulted parents on a change to the school day. As a result of
this we have added an extra lesson each fortnight. In KS3 this is a foreign language and in
Key Stage 4 it is an extra hour of Science. These subjects were seen as having missed out
particularly during lockdowns. As a result we now have a longer Wednesday in each Week 1.

Congratulations!
Recognising student success
Valuing and recognising students achievements and successes is a vital ingredient in helping
our young people to make good progress in their school life. At the Radclyffe School we use
an exciting range of tools to motivate and reward.
Positive Log Leaders
Staff throughout the school can reward students positive behaviour by recording positive
logs. As these build up there are reward milestones that students meet, with postcards sent
home, and the students receive badges and certificates.
Star of the Week
Students throughout the school appreciate their successes being noticed and acknowledged,
and many students’ blazers are adorned with a great variety of badges. One regular award
is the ‘Star of the Week’ badge - some students are fortunate enough to wear multiple
awards for their excellent achievements.
Book of Excellence
The Book of Excellence is a striking celebration of the school’s
ethos. Created from our students ’ design concepts, at its heart
the book is building a permanent, ever-growing record of our
students’ achievement and excellence throughout the school.
Each week a student from each year group is chosen from staff
nominations, their success recorded in the book for everyone to
see. The pages build up an archive of distinction through the
year.

Memories are made of this
A look back into the archives
Three years ago - Platinum plaudits for PE
A huge and growing range of sporting opportunities, coupled with
an involvement in competitive games for many students, has
earned The Radclyffe School the highest accolade from the Youth
Sport Trust.
The School Games Platinum Award recognises how committed we
are to enabling as many young people as possible to take part in
sport. Amongst the activities that students have enjoyed have been
climbing, kayaking, tennis, trampolining, mountain biking, karate,
archery, cricket and netball.

Five years ago - Students find their rhythm and rhyme
Poems on subjects as varied as justice, identity and families were created by our
students to celebrate National Poetry Day.
As well as writing the poems, students needed to learn them by heart and recite them in
front of a panel of judges. The poems were performed as part of an annual performance
poetry competition, Poetry by Heart.
The students wrote on a subject they felt passionate about. The contest held at school was
judged by teachers from English and Drama. The poems entered in the national competition
could see the best poet win £1000, together with prizes for the school.

Seven years ago - Tasleema’s visit inspires students
When Tasleema Begum graduated top of her
class in Medicine at the University of Manchester,
one of her first thoughts was to share some of
her experience with students at her old school.
So earlier this term we were delighted to
welcome Tasleema back to speak to our Year 11
students about university life and study.
The session dealt with coping with a demanding
workload, the pressures of finance and some of
the realities of being a student in a busy and
bustling city like Manchester. Tasleema’s talk
was well received, particularly by students who
already are thinking about careers in medicine and related jobs (pictured above). For
Tasleema it was a first chance to see the new school building, having left in 2007.
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